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able to use hardened gears. The quench-

ing in the hardening process of the gears
brings about heal treatment distortions,

resulting ill a reduction in the accuracy of
the gears. To effectively utilizethe gears,

we must improve their accuracy after

hardening, by using additional finishing
operations such as skiving and/or grind-
ing, honing, etc.

The highest accuracy can be obtained
when the hardened gears are finished by

Perfnrmanee of Skiiv!ing Hobs in Fiinishlin'g
lnductien Hardened and Calrburize'ldGears
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In order to increase the load carrying

capacity of hardened gears, the distortion
of gear teeth caused by quenching must be
removed by precision cutting (skiving)

and/or grinding. In the case of large gears
with Large modules, skiving by a carbide

hob is more economical than grinding
when the highest accuracy is not required.

In the present investigation, carbide

hobs with and without coated TiN [ayers
were used for finishing hardened gears

Figure I-Carbide lIobs used for culting
tests,

made from. carbon and alloy steels, The

gears to be skived were hardened by two

different methods: inductionhardening and
carburizing. The induction hardened gears

with a hardness of about 600 Hv can be fin-
ished easily by a carbide skiving hob with-

out coating. However, the carburized gears
with a hardness of about 750 Hv were very
difficult to finish due to the severe flank
wear and/or chipping at the cutting edges
when a carbide hob without coating was
u ed. However, when a carbide skiving hob grinding, One of the authors designed a
with coated. TIN layer 011 both the rake face gear grinding machine capable of making
and the flank was used, the tool life
increased by a factor o.f about 10. Even
with the skiving hob with the coated layer

on the flank only, the tool life increased by

a factor of about 7.
It was found that the tool lives of car-

bide hobs used for finishing hardened

gears were governed by the flank wear
and/or chipping which occurred 011 the
fixed side (trailing side) of the cutting

edges with a tool angle smaller than that

of the other side (leading side).
Therefore, ill order to increase the lives
of skiving hobs, it is strongly suggested
to produce the coated skiving hobs with
helical gashes, which give the same tool

angle on both sides of the cutting edges.
Introduction

super precision gears with a mirror-like
tooth surface using a CBN grinding wheel
(Refs. 1-3). However, when the size of

the gears are Large, a longperiod of time is
required to finish the gears by grinding. It
is economical to. finish the hardened gears

by cutting using a carbide hob when the

highest accuracy is not required.
Carbide hobs with special geometry

(carbide skiving hobs) are very effective

for accurately finishing hardened gears
(Ref. 4), Tile lives of gear cutting tools

can be increased by coating them with a
thin, hard material. (Refs. 5-7). The coat-
ing technique for the solid-type gear cut-

ting tools made from high speed steel and
, carbide has progressed remarkably.

Coated carbide hobs of the solid type and

F.igure2-TransI!erse section o/hardened In order to. increase the load carrying with a conventional. geometry were
teeth. capacity of gear transmissions, it is desir- effectively used for finishing low hard-

ness gears with a small module (Ref. 8).
However, :it was very difficult to make

the . olid-type carbide hob economically

when the modules of the work gears were
large.

Brazed-type carbide skiving hobs with-
out coating have been used for finishing
hardened gears with large modules.

However, a coated carbide hob with a su1-
ficiently high accuracy for filnishing hard-
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Tablel-Specifications of conventional nd skiving hobs used in the 'Bx,periments. i

Kind of Mobs --T Hob (AI II Hob [BI IIIHob {c1 Ii Hob (0)
, I

Hob (E) Hob (F) Hob (6)
'I

Module I B I 8 liS -I 8 8 8 8 I
Pressure angle 20· 20· I 20· 20· 20" ,20· 20·
Outside
diameter (mm) 120 150 1.20 120 150 150 1501
No. of gashes 9 10 10 10 ,12 12 il2

I Inclination of
130• ,130·,I cutting edge 0° O· 30· 30· 30·,

1
Hob material SKH55 P20 KI'O MJiO ,llP20 P30~1 P30
Coating TiN none none none' I none TiN IITiN
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enedgears with large modules was not
found :in the market recently. The progress
in both coating and brazing techniques

makes it possible to produce high accuracy

brazed carbide bobs with coating.
Recently, the authors have been able

for induction hardening gears while low

carbon alloy steels (SCM415 and

SCM420) were used for carburizing
gears. For cutting tests, spur gears with a
module of 8, a pitch circle diameter of
208 nun and a face width of 60 mm were

to obtain a coated skiving hob and con- u ed.
dueted the cutting tests wi.th some inter-
esting results. The new, unpublished
results obtained using non-coated carbide

skiving bobs will be presented in this
paper.

Cutting Tools and Test Gears
Specifications qf Cutting Tools. Table

Ishows specifications of gear cutting tools
(hobs) used for the present investigation.

Hobs A and B are of the conventional type

with a rake angle of 0" for the outside cut-
tingedges. This means that the inclination
angle of the side cutting edges is 0<>and,

therefore, no oblique cutting is conducted
infinishing the tooth surface of the gears
(Fig. ] 9a). Hob A is of the protuberance

type and made from high speed steel. Hob
B is of the carbide, brazed type wilh no
protuberance.

Hobs C-D are of the carbide, brazed

type with a special geometry for finish-
ing hardened gears and are called "skiv-

ing hobs." No cutting action occurs at the
outside edge ofthe hob blades. The incli-
nation angle of the side cutting edges of
these hobs is 30°,. which corresponds to a
rake angle of -300 in the case of the con-

ventional hob. The whole tooth depth of

skiving hobs was made smaller than that
of conventional. hobs to prevent cutting
action at the tooth bottom of the gears to

be finished. The carbide blades of Hob F
were coated with a TiN layer with a
thickness of about 5J.1rn while those of

Hobs C, D and E were [lot coated. The
blades of Hob G were coated on the flank
only ..Figure [ shows a conventional car-
bide hob (Hob B), a skiving hob without
coating (Hob E) and a skiving hob with
coating (Hob G).

Specifications of Test Gears. Kinds

of materials and specifications of test
gears are shown in Table 2. A 0.45%
plain carbon steel (S45C) and a medium
carbon alloy steel (SCM440) were used

After hardening, the gears were tempered I Figure 3a Hardness of hardened teeth.
ar a temperature of about 4700K for two
hours to obtain a Vickers hardness of
about 600 Hv (Fig. 3).

The carourizing was conducted at a
temperature of about 1,200oK in a mixed
gas, which consisted of propane gas and
alcohol. After earburizing for five-and-a-

half hours, the temperature was decreased
from 1,200"K to I, [200K and quenched in
non-soluble oil. After hardening, the gears

were tempered for two hours at a tempera-
ture of about 4700K to obtain a hardness of

about 750 Hv.
Figure 2 shows the transverse section

of hardened gear teeth of lest gears.
Figure 3 shows the hardness distribution

below the surface of the hardened teeth
made from three different materials. The

Using the gear blanks with a hardness
of about 200 Hv (normalized steen,
rough-cut gears were produced by Hob
A. The gears were hardened by induction
hardening or carburizing.

For induction hardening. a partial coil
was inserted in the tooth space and

moved in the direction of tooth trace at a
speed of about 300 rom/min. to heat over

the two facing tooth surfaces. The tooth

surfaces were heated to a temperature of
about 1.,250oK for the plain carbon steel

and to a temperature of about 1,150oK
for the alloy steel. Quenching of the heat-
ed. teeth was conducted using water with

some additives to prevent occurrence of

quenching cracks on the tooth surfaces.

Table, 2-Specificltions; of test gellrs and
k;inds of ear materials.

No. of teeth Z. = 26

Helix angle o·

Face width b" 60 mm

Material S45C, SCM440,
SCM415, SCM420

Hardnsss! Hv) I

.1

600 r 600. 750, 750

700 --

600
>" 500
:5
::l 400
1:! 3001
~ 200
J;l 100u;;: 6+-~~-+~~~+-~~

a 0.5 1 1,5 2 2.5 3 3.5" 4.5 5 5.5
Depth below surface (mm)
(a) For S4SC steel gear

700
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>"' 500:5
III 400..
".§ 300a.c
~ 200...
[);;: 100

0
0 0.51 1.5 2 2.533.54 4.55 5.5

Depth below surface (mm)
(b) For SCM440 steel gear

Figure .3b-.Hardness of hardened teetll.

800
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'"".§ 500
j 400.~
"...Ii: 300
'"':> 200
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0 0.2 0.4 0.75 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5

Depth below surface (mm)
(c) For SCM415 steel gens

hardness was measured at an indenter load
of 9.8 N. The maximum hardness of induc-
tion hardened gears is about 600 Hv and
the thickness of the hardened layer is about
3 mm. The maximum hardness of carou-
rized gears is about 750 Hv and the thick-
ness of the hardenedlayer is about I. mm ..

The accuracies of test gears (rough cut
gears) deteriorated appreciably by harden- F.igure3c-Rardness of hande'led teeth.
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Figure 5-.Tooth trace .and pr"Ojileerrors Figure 9-Wear width o/all working
0/carb.uri<.6d gears. I blades 0/ Hob F usedfor jinishi1lg carbu-

rized gears.

ing (Figures 4 and 5). Therefore, hard fin-
ishing by carbide skiving hobs becomes
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Figure 4-Tooth trace and profile errors
of induction hardened gears.
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Figure 6-Pitch errors of induction hard-
ened gears before and after skiving.
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Fig.ure 7 Pitch errors of carburized
gea.rs before and after skiving.
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ting), after hardening (before skiving)

and after hard finishing (after skiving).

For rough cutting, Hob A was used, while

Hob F was used for hard finishing (Table

I), Figures 6 and 7 show the cumulative

pitch errors of the test gears before and
after skiving.

From Figures 4 to 7, it is understood

t that the decrease in the accuracy caused

by the heat treatment was improved by

hard finishing for both the induction
hardened and the carburized gears.

Effect o/Coating on .TooI.Life. When
the coated Hob F was used for finishing
the carburized gear at a cutting speed of
75 m/min, and a feed of 2 mm/rev .• the
flank wear width became greater than 0.2

mm after finishing a single piece of the
test gear. Therefore. the cutting speed

was reduced from 75 mlmin. to 52
mlmin. in the following experiments.

When a noncoated hob (Hob E) was
-15~ t

used for finishing the carburized gears,

the maximum wear width of the hob

Figure 8-Wear width of all working
blades of Hob E without coating used for
finifJhing carburized gears.
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blades exceeded 0.05 mm after finishing
only a single gear. Figure 8 shows the
flank wear width on all working blades
(side cutting edges) of carbide Hob E

very important to economically improve after finishing of two carburized gears.
the accuracy of the hardened gears. Twenty-three blades of the hob were

Cutting Tests and Tool Wear IJ ed to finish the gears. The dark: mark.
Hobbing Machine and Cutting shows the flank: wear width at the len

ConditUms. For rough and finish cutting side (leading side) cuttingedges while

of test gears, a hobbing machine with a
capacity capable of finishing gears wi.lh
diameters up to 1,000 mm was used. The
machine was made by Kashifuji Co. Ltd ..

in Japan. Using Hob A made from high

speed steel, rough hobbing of nonhard-
ened gears was conducted under the fol-

lowing conditions: a cutting speed of 28
mlmin., a hob feed of 2 rom/rev. and a
final depth of cut 0.3 mm in the radial
direction. The conditions used for kiv-
iog of the hardened gears were a cutting

speed of 75 or 52m1min., a hob feed of
2 romJrev. and a depth of cut 0.3 mm. No
cutting fluid was applied.

Changes in Accuracy of J:est Geers.
Figures 4 and 5 show the accuracies of
the tootli profiles and tooth traces of test
gears before hardening (after rough cut-

the empty mark shows the wear width at
the right side (tramng side) cutting

edges.
When coated Hob F was used, ItO car-

burized gears could be finished before
the flank. wear reached about 0 ..1 rnm,

Figure 9 shows the flank wear width of
all working blades of Hob F after finish-

ing 10 carburized gears. Figure 10 shows
the effect of the coating on the tool lives
of carbide skiving hobs, indicating that
the tool lives increased by a factor of
seven when the coated hob was used

instead of tile noncoated hob.
In order to increase the tool Iives, it is

desirable to lise a coated hob such as Hob
F with the coated layer on both the rake
face and the flank of the cutting edges.
However, the coated layer on the rake
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f'iguJlt 1J-Wearpattem ··,m rake jace
section. andJbmlc of coated Rob .F after ~ulting .10

igure ~5 how wear pattern on the ca~liurizedgears. - -
flank of Hob G after cutting 16 induction and right ide cutting edge i compara-
hardened gears. 0 chipping occurred at tiveJy mall because the hardnes of the
th cutting edge • and the wear width was induction hardened gears is lower by
verymoJl. indicating the effectivenes. abom 150 .Hv than that of carburized

of the coaled layer on the flank. The dif- gears. resulting in no chipping at the' cut- FiguJ'ifJ J6-1'001 angleso! con~entional
terence lin the wear widths on left ide ting edge, .hob wilh straig/u ga hes.
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face i removed completely when the
wom cUlting edges are sharpened by
regrinding,

Recoatiog of the reground hob may
bring about a reduction in the hob' accu-

racy. Therefore. addit.ional cutting tests
were condu ted. using a ski \ling hob with
the coated layer on the flank only,

Figure II show the flank wear width
of all. working blades of Hob G afler cut-

ting seven carburized gear . By compar-
ing Figures 9' and II. it can be seen that
the coaling on the flank only is effective,

The tool life becomes shorter by about
30% when compared with that of the hob

with the coated layer on both the rake

face and the flank (Figure 10).

When Hob G was used for fini bing
the induction hardened gears with a hard-
meso IOf about 600 Hv, the 1001 life

increa ed appreciably in campari an
with that of the noncoated hob. Hob G

could flni h 16 gears before the wear
width reached 0.05 mm. Figure 12 shows

the flank wear width on all working
blades of Hob G afl.er finishing 16 indue-
tion hardened gears.

Weal' Pattem on Flank. Figure [3
shews wear pattems that were produced
on the rake face and the flank af the rep-

resemative blade of Hob F after cutting

W carburized gear . Both the rake fa e

and flank of this hob were coated bya
TiN layer. Figure]4 how wear patterns
on the flank IOf Hob G after cutling even

carburized gears, This hob bad the coated

layer on th flank. onJy. It was estimated
that 'the flank wear on the right ide cut-
ling ed e wa increa ed appreciably by
th occurrence of chipping at the caning
edge. The rea on wbythe flank: wear ~
width at the trailing cutting edge is
appreciably greater than that at the lead-
ing cUlling edge i discus ed in the next
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Figure 12-Wear widti. of Hob' G after
j1niching 16 pieces of induction Itlfrdened
gears.
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Discussion
Difference ill Wear at Leading Side

and T-railingSide CUttill.g Edges. In the
case of gear skiving, the volume of metal

on the tooth surface removed by the trail-
ing side cutting edges 'is almost the same

as that removed by the leading side cut-
ting edges. However, it hould be noted
that the experimental results shown ill
Figures 8,. 9. 1.1.and 12 indicate that the

flank wear at the trailing side cutting

edges is greater than !hat of the leading
side cutting edges. Chipping is also apt to

occur at !he trailing side. The rea on for

this may be ascribed to the type of gash-

es given to the hobs used in me present

experiments.
Although there are two repre entative

types of gashes utilized for gear cutting
hobs, the straight type is commonly used

_------------CUTTING,TOOiLS ••• -----------
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for the convemional hobs. This is
because the accuracy of hobs with

st.ra:ightga.shes can be improved with

[ower manufacturing co ts iII comparison
with that of the hobs with helical gashes.
[Figures [6 and 17 show the geometrical

characteristics of the hob blade ill the

conventionalend skiving hob .

Figure 17b show a sectional view of

the blade of a skiving !hob with cutting
edges on a right-hand helical thread and

with a straight-type gash. The right-side
cutting edge (trailing side tutti31g edge) •

gives a smaller tool angle than that of the
left-side curtiag edge (leading ide cut-
ting edge). The greater the tool angle, the
smaller the chance of chipping at the cut-
tingedge.

The maximum tool angle is obtained in
the section normal to the cutting edge. The
maximum tool <PL for the leadiag side can
be calculated fram Equation l and the

maximum tool angle lIl'r for the trailing
side is calculated from Equation 2.

where,

in .!'I, <II = (sin 11sin an - tan e/cos 11)cos o:.n
tan. 'TJ = tan H co an
tany= tan y Icos o:.n

Although the process for deriving
these equations is omitted, due to lack of
space, numerical examples are shown as
follows. In the case of Hobs F and G,
when given geometrical value (pre sure
angIe an = 20", lead angle of hob thread

Y= 3.6", relief angle E= 3.7",. nominal rake
angle 81 = 30°) areintrodllced into

Equations ] and 2, ¢lL = 98.7° and '¢IT =
91.4° are obtained. For the conventional

Hob B wilh 6 = 0° and E = 3.5°, ¢lL = 90.6"
and <i>r = 83.3° are obtained. These calcu-
lated values agree with tile measured ones.

From the e value for tool angles, it is

clearly understood that the chipping
hardly occurs on the cutting edges of the
kiving hob with 19 = 30" becau e the

maximum tool angle i greater by about

8° than that of the conventional carbide
hob with :9 = ()O.

The effect of the tool angle on the
flank wear of the carbide hob become

greater when the hardness 'Of a gear is
very high, as in the case of carburized
gears (Figs, 8 and '9).

Method to Improve Tool Lives 0/
Sldv.ing Bobs. From the present experi-

ments, it is estimated that the tool li ve of

skiving hobs can be increased when a
skJving hob is designed to have the same
tool angles for the leading andtrailing
sides. This is easily realized by changing

the types 'Of hob gashes. When the spiral
angle of the hob gashes is made equal 10

the lead angle of hob thread, the maxi-

mum tool angles for the leading and
treiling side become the arne and are

calculated from Equation 3 (Fig. 18).

ANI Systems Co. announces that it is now a
manufacturing source of spiral 'gear roughing:
and' finishing cutters and bodies.

We also can manufacture new spiral
cutter bodies in diameters of 5" through 12"
at present.

AJIN can also supply roughing and finishing
cutters for mosI5'-12" diameter bodies.

Whether ,iI's service or manufacturing', con-
sider us as analtemative source for cutters
and bodies.
You'll be in lor a pleasant surprise,

i NEWI ,Hob andShaper 'Cutter Resharpening:
is dOW available al AJW Systems 'Cllmparr~ Royal Oak, Michigan 48067

Tel: (248) 544-3852 • Fax: (248) 544·3922
I 11111111
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<Pt =<Pr::: 90° + !l ¢I (3) hardened carburized gears economically,

although with some increase in the man-
ufacmring costs for the hobs.

A.dvQntages Obtained by Oblique
Cutting. When the skiving hob was
used, the side cutting edge conducts
intermittent oblique-cutting (milling) to
finish the tooth surface, as shown in Fig.
19b. Although there are some fundamen-

When the given geometrical values
are the same a . those of the above men-
tioned example excepting for the gashes,
tool angle <PI.= $r'" 94.8° is obtained.

The author estimate that application
of coated skiving hobs with helical gash-
esis very important for finishing fully-

Precision Made - Cost Effective
One Statement with Two Objectives

Dragon Precision Tools from Korea.
Noticeable Different. Clearly Superior.

(a) FOI conventional hob (9 = 0')

DRAGON PRECISION TOOLS CO., LTD.
Represented Exclusively in the USA by:

Tooth being f nlshed

(b) For skiving hob (9 = 30·)

F.igure 19-0blique ,'llIgle ofcutlillg
edges of the two different hab«.

tal investigations on the mechanism of
the continuous oblique cutting (Refs.
9-10), many problems must be solved to

obtain effective equations 11mcalculating
change in the cutting force during the
intermittent oblique cutting, such as in
gear skiving. Moreover, there are practi-
cal problems. For example, the effects of
oblique angle on the amount of tool
wear, the shape of chips, etc. The authors
are conducting some basic investigation
to show the effect of intermittent oblique
cutting on tool wear and the finished
accuracy us:ing a hobbing machine, and
the carbide fly tools with and without
coating. The results obtained will be
published in the near future.

Cenclusleas
The present investigation was con-

ducted u ing six kinds of carbide hobs,
and the following results were obtained:
1. Induction hardened gears with a
Vickers hardness of about 600 Hv could
be easily finished by a carbide skiving
hob without coating.
2. Carburized gears with a hardness of
about 750 Hv were very dH'ficult to fin-
ish due to wear and chipping at the cut-
tingedges when skiving hob without
coating were used.
3. When a carbide skiving hob with a

I coated TiN layer of about 5Jlmin thick-
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